Setting the Reynolds number equal to zero, in a method for solving the Navier-Stokes equations numerically, results in a fast numerical method for biharmonic problems. The equation is treated as a system of two second order equations and a simple smoothing process is essential for convergence. An application is made to a crack-type problem.
A Prototype Problem
For simplicity, we will consider first a prototype biharmonic problem. Let S be a unit square and let R be the interior of S. Consider the boundary value problem on R U S in which one seeks a function u(x, y) which is continuous on R U S, which satisfies the biharmonic equation on R, and which satisfies prescribed function and normal derivative conditions on S. More precisely, let S have vertices A (0, 0), B ( 1, 0), C (1, 1 ) and D (0, 1 ), as shown in Figure 1 . Letf~andgi, i = 1,2, 3, 4, be continuous functions of a single variable. Then our problem is to find a function u(x, y) which is continuous on R U S, which is a solution on R of the biharmonic 
as shown in Figure 1 .
(2.2)
The Numerical Method
The method to be developed for prototype problem (2.1)-(2.2) can be described in general as follows. First set Au = --co (3.1)
on R, so that from (2.1)
Consideration of (2.1) will be replaced by consideration of the system (3.1)-(3.2). Physically, one can interpret u and co, from, say, the fluid dynamics point of view, as stream and vorticity functions, respectively. Next, replace R and S by sets of grid points Rh and S~ in the usual way [5] . We will construct on Rh a sequence of discrete
and on Rh U Sh a sequence of discrete functions co~0), co(1), co(z), co(3), ... (3.4) which, with the aid of an elementary smoothing procedure, will converge to yield the numerical solution.
The functions u (k~ of (3.3) will result from a discretization of (3.1) while the functions co(k) of (3.4) will result from a discretization of (3.2). The double sequences (3.3) and (3.4) will be generated in an alternating fashion as follows:
/l/l/-..
Let us then now give a precise formulation of the algorithm:
Step 1.
For n a positive integer, let h = I/n be the grid size, and construct and number in the usual way the interior grid points Rh and the boundary grid points &.
Step 2.
Set
Step 3.
To produce the second iterate u (1) of (3.3) on Rh proceed as follows. At each point of Rh write down the difference analogue
--4u(x, y) + u(x + h, y) + u(x, y + h)
(3.5)
+ u(x --h,y) + u(x,y --h) = --h2co(°)(x,y)
of (3.1) and, whenever possible, insert the given boundary values j5 from (2.2). Solve the resulting linear algebraic system by sort with over-relaxation factor rl and denote the solution by fi(1). Finally, define u ") on Rh by the smoothing formula
Step 4.
To produce the second iterate co(x) of (3.4) on Rh U Sh proceed as follows. at each point of& of the form (1, ih), i = 1, 2, ..., n -1, set
at each point of& of the form (ih, 1), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n, set
and at each point of Sh of the form (0, ih), i = 1, 2, ..., n -1, set Step 5. Proceed next on Re to determine u (2) from (1) in the same fashion as u m was determined from ~0 {°). Then on Re 13 & construct (2) from u (2) just as (1) was determined from um. In the indicated fashion construct sequences (3.3)and (3.4).
Step 6.
Given ~ > 0 and ~2 > 0, terminate the iteration of
Step 5 when both the following are valid:
] u (~) -u (k+l) ] < ~ uniformly on Re (3.13)
and let u (k+l) be the approximate solution on Re of boundary value problem (2.1)-(2.2).
Illustrative Example
Typical of the examples run on the UNIVAC 1108 is the following. For the boundary datajq = xa, fi = 2y q-1 2 = X a --3y,fa -+-2x--3, f4 = --3y =,g, = 2x, g2 = 2y -+-3, ga = 2x --6, and g4 = 2y, the method of Section 3 was executed with h = 0.05, o = 0.2, u = 0.85, ~1 = 10 -4 ,~2 = 10 -a,rl = 1.8, 1"2 = 1.0. Convergence criteria (3.13) and (3.14) were satisfied at k = 93 and the numerical solution agreed with the exact solution, u = x a -3y 2 -k 2xy, to three decimal places. The total running time was under six minutes. Deletion of smoothing, that is, setting o = t* = 0, in this example resulted in divergence in three outer iterations.
Extension of the Numerical Method
The method of Section 3 generalizes easily to rectangular type regions in any number of dimensions [5] . Let us then proceed in a different direction and show how to extend the method to a difficult problem of applied interest in which S need not be a simple closed curve. The problem is that of determining an Airy stress function u when one has reentrant boundaries [2] , and it can be formulated in general as follows.
Consider the rectangular type plate O A B C D E F A, shown in Figure 2 , where O is the geometric center of the figure and where the boundary sections are parallel to the axes. For convenience, let S represent the connected segments O A B C D E F A, and let R be the finite open region bounded by S. Then if u and its normal derivatives are prescribed on S, one must find u(x, y) which is continuous on R [3 S, satisfies the prescribed boundary conditions on S, and satisfies (2.1) on R.
The fundamental difficulty with the above problem is that the point O is a singular point in the sense that higher-order derivatives of u become unbounded in any neighborhood of O. The standard finite-difference methods still work, but the ultrasimple convergence proofs based on Taylor expansions are no longer valid. Also, one may have to exert special effort to obtain a high accuracy in a neighborhood of O. In [2] , the form of such an effort was based in special series expansions developed by Williams [15] . Here, we shall replace five-point difference equations by nine point approximations at selected points near O. Let us then consider a particular problem and describe the method precisely.
As in [2] , consider a problem which is symmetric about AD, so that attention need be restricted only to OABCDO. SetAB = 0.7, BC = 0.8, OA =0. Table I typical results from the case h = ~ are shown.
